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Stampin’ Up! Supplies: 
Stamps:  Googly Gouhls 
Ink: Lucky Limeade, Tangerine Tango, Rich Razzleberry 
Card Stock: Very Vanilla 
Accessories: Big Shot die-cut machine, Petite Pocket die, Howlstooth & Scaringbone Designer Paper, 
Polka Dot Parade Designer Series paper, In Color Designer Series paper stack, Brights Designer Buttons, 
Neutral Designer Buttons, Linen Thread, Lucky Limeade Baker’s twine, Googlies, mini glue dots, Stampin’ 
Sponge, Stampin’ Dimensionals, Recycled brown paper, wooden clothes pins, candy 
  

Instructions: 
1. Use a panel from the brown packing paper that comes in our Stampin’ Up! orders – fold it in half 

one way and then the other so you end up with four long thin panels (about 12” x 4-1/2”).  Cut 
apart and use one for each pocket treat.  I was able to cut two sheets at a time (I did not try three) 
and get the scores and cuts in the right places .  Use the Big Shot Die Cut Machine and the Petite 
Pocket die with XL cutting plates and cut out the pockets for the treats. 
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2. Fold on all the score lines.  Glue the sides to create the pocket.  I used a very thin amount of the 
multi-purpose liquid glue on the front panel edges.  Since the front panel is angled in slightly from 
the tabs if you put the glue on the tabs you may leave it exposed. 

 
3. Use ink pads to drag across parts of the petite pockets to add color.  I used two colors on each 

pocket – Rich Razzleberry, Old Olive (or Lucky Limeade), Pumpkin Pie (or Tangerine Tango).  
Stamp “Boooo” on the side of the pocket front. 

 
4. Now stamp and decorate the images from Googly Ghouls stamp set.   

a. Mummy – stamp in Rich Razzleberry ink, sponge with Rich Razzleberry and Old Olive ink.  
Cut out. 

 
b. Frankenstein – stamp in Rich Razzleberry ink and one in Old Olive ink.  Cut out the shirt 

and the hair from the Old Olive Frankie.  Sponge his face with Old Olive ink.  Glue the cut 
hair and shirt over the Rich Razzleberry Frankie.  Cut him out. 

 

 



c. Witch – stamp in Old Olive ink and one in Rich Razzleberry ink.  Cut out the hat and dress 
from the Rich Razzleberry witch.  Sponge her face with Old Olive ink.  Use markers to color 
the buckle and buttons on the cut out pieces.  Glue the cut hat and dress over the Old Olive 
witch.  Use a black marker to color the body of the spider.  Cut her out. 

 
5. Add googly eyes to the ghouls and add to the front of the petite pocket with Stampin’ Dimensionals. 

 
6. Decorate the clothes pins.  Cut strips of Designer Series Paper ½” x 4”. You need two strips per 

clothes pin.  The strip is bigger than you need.  Glue the strip to the clothes pin with the 
multipurpose liquid glue – align one side with the edge of the clothes pin (the side where the clip 
doesn’t stick out works the best).  Trim the end to fit and then trim the other edge.  Add the paper 
to the other side of the clothes pin the same way.  Sponge edges of the designer paper with 
matching ink. 

 
7. Tie Linen Thread or Baker’s Twine through button.  Add to the clothes pin with a mini glue dot.  

Clip onto the bag to hold it shut after you add the candy or treat inside. 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 

This was my presentation at the Stampin’ Up! Chattanooga Regional October 2012.  Here are some other 
ideas that I showed.  Things that fit inside – mini kit kat bar, 3 chocolate nuggets, chapstick, smarties, etc. 

 


